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Our New e-Newsletter

Eileen and I are in the process of developing a website. We hope to have our website ready by the middle to end of
September. However, our e-Newsletter is now ready, and we hope you will benefit from its contents. We intend to
include timely economic articles, along with some personal finance topics. Please feel free to suggest topics to be
included in future monthly e-Newsletters.

 

If for whatever reason you do not want to receive these via e-mail, please use the "Unsubscribe" function near the bottom.

 

Eileen and I hope you enjoy the rest of the summer.

 

 

This article was prepared by Steven Feiertag. LPL Tracking Number 658232
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Double Dip--Not On the Horizon

 

After a promising start to the year, the market (as measured by the S&P 500 Index) suffered its worst two-month return
ending June 2010 since the two-month period ending February 2009, which was during the depths of the financial market
meltdown. The market had much to worry about as concerns over the fiscal issues in Southern Europe, the compounding
problem of the Gulf Coast oil spill, an impending contentious mid-term election cycle, and the unknown consequences of
Congress' financial regulation reform kept investors' fears on the rise and market returns on the decline.

Despite the many external factors weighing on the market, it was perhaps the uneven and somewhat deteriorating
economic data, especially in the labor and housing arenas, which turned the stock market recovery into a significant
market pullback. The primary question that investors sought an answer to was whether the market was beginning to show
signs of a developing "double dip" back into recession or whether the last few months are simply a "soft spot" in an
otherwise robust economic recovery and expansion?

The question highlights the longstanding market dilemma of trying to figure out the difference between an economy's
changes in direction versus changes in speed. Like a car, the economy can be either in forward (expansion) or reverse
(recession). But it can also be increasing its speed (accelerating or improving economic conditions) or reducing speed
(decelerating or worsening economic conditions). During the last few months, economic data has indeed seen softness,
which begs the question: are we on the verge of reversing (double dip) or just slowing down (soft spot)?

As far as double dip scenarios, the market has limited history to examine. Only during the Great Depression and the
severe recessions of the early 1980s were there ever double dip recessionary episodes. Could now be the next? The
likelihood is strongly against it. In order for an economic recovery to turn back into a recession, significant negative
catalysts are needed to derail economic growth.

While not downplaying the negative effect of the problems in Greece or the Gulf Coast oil spill on global growth, these
events are just not big enough to shift the economic gears from forward to reverse-meaning from expansion to recession.
During the Great Depression, it took a significant monetary policy mistake-increasing interest rates which slowed down a
very fragile economy-to prompt the double dip. During the 1980s, the Federal Reserve again shifted gears early to slow
down economic growth, but this time to fend off soaring inflation, as exhibited by 16% mortgage rates and 14% interest
rates. The strategy worked, maybe a bit too well, as the deliberate economic slowdown turned into a double dip recession.

But right now, the economic backdrop is far different. Albeit slower than we would all want, the employment picture is
improving, consumers are spending, and businesses are once again changing their focus from cutting costs to investing
for the future. But more importantly, the Federal Reserve remains firmly committed to maintaining accommodative
monetary policies through ultra-low interest rates in order to continue providing this economy with much needed
stimulus. As a result, mortgage rates are at all time lows and loans to fuel business growth are under very favorable terms.
All in all, the economic canvas on which this market will paint future returns is supportive of sustainable growth and
higher asset prices.

With the threat of a double dip virtually off the table, the most likely explanation for the sluggish economy and resulting
market pullback is what is commonly referred to as a soft spot or simply put, a reduction in the speed of the recovery.
Soft spots occur in every recovery, usually between 6 and 12 months after the end of a recession. At 11 months after the
assumed end of the 2007-09 recession, this soft spot is right on cue. Soft spots are triggered not by any threat of a change
in direction (i.e. double dip), but rather at the inflection point when the economic recovery shifts from the robust growth
immediately following the recession to the modest, sustainable growth that fuels longer term economic expansions. Back
to the car analogy, soft spots occur when the rapid acceleration on a highway onramp shifts to the sustainable speeds of
highway driving.

While the global economy continues to face many obstacles, all of which bring down the speed of this economic
recovery, I remain convinced that this economy is facing an economic soft spot and not any threat of a recessionary
double dip. The market is always concerned when economic growth speed slows, which makes complete sense. But the
recent equity market sell-off has priced in a greater likelihood of a severe change in direction (double dip) rather than the
more moderate impacts of a soft spot. As a result, I believe that once the economy emerges from its current transition to
slower, but still advancing speeds, asset values will be poised to benefit and investment opportunities taken advantage of
at these attractive market levels will likely be rewarded. As always, please contact me with any questions.

 

 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.
The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that
strategies promoted will be successful.
This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial. The opinions voiced in this material are for general
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information only and are not intended to provide or be construed as providing specific investment advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investments may be appropriate for you, consult me prior to
investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and
cannot be invested into directly.
The Standard & Poor's 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of
the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major
industries.
Tracking #651528
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The Domino Effect

Brought to you by Burt White, Chief Investment Officer and Managing Director of Research at LPL Financial, this installment of The White Paper highlights:

Many investors and market pundits prescribe to the Domino Theory, which states that one bad event tips over another issue that eventually causes everything to

fall just like dominos.

The thought is that the already fallen dominos, such as unemployment, home losses, Greece, and others, have created a wave that will spread through the global

economy.

While the Domino Theory certainly makes sense in the realm of little black stones with white dots on them positioned in an orderly pattern, it is based on

assumptions that frankly do not hold water in the complex world of global markets.

While there has been much focus on the negative effects of the crisis in Greece and other European nations, the markets have not factored in that positive events

have also sprouted as a result of these issues.

Consumers have lower mortgage rates, lower gas prices, and employment has posted job growth to the tune of 16 million net new jobs (not including

census workers) in six of the last seven months.

Global central banks in economic powerhouse countries like the U.S., China, and Brazil once again have a reprieve from inflation concerns.

Valuations are now set at attractive levels, and fundamentals of the market continue to trend towards the transition to sustainable growth.

But do not expect a straight up rally from here - volatility will likely remain very elevated.

  Click here for the full report.

 

http://brlink.lpl.com/wpweb//uploads/documents/LPL_White_Paper.pdf
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Some insurers offer
discounts for policyholders
with low mileage and for
households that purchase
homeowner's insurance and
car insurance from the same
carrier.

Six Tips for Lowering Your Auto Insurance Premiums

If you have not reviewed your auto insurance policy within the past two years, you may want to consider the following
steps that could help you save money. Although these tips are designed to be helpful, keep in mind that your driving
record and the area where your car is domiciled can significantly influence your premium.

Tip 1: Ask for a discount. Some insurers offer discounts for policyholders with low mileage and for households that
purchase homeowner's insurance and car insurance from the same carrier. Policies that cover teen drivers may charge less
if the teenagers have completed driver education. Note that some carriers that offer many discounts or generous discounts
charge higher-than-average rates.

Tip 2: Shop around. Several weeks before your existing policy is set to expire, comparison shop among several carriers.
When asking for quotes, be sure to make an apples-to-apples comparison on the type of coverage provided.

Tip 3: Consider a higher deductible. Depending on the amount of the increase, you could ultimately save between 15%
and 40% on collision and comprehensive coverage. Keep in mind that a higher deductible will mean that you will bear a
higher portion of the cost if you have an accident or if your vehicle is stolen or vandalized.

Tip 4: Investigate dropping coverage. For older cars with low market value, consider dropping collision or
comprehensive coverage. These types of coverage may no longer be worthwhile because the amount of a claim probably
would not exceed the combined value of the premium and the deductible. To determine the value of your car, visit 

.www.edmunds.com

Tip 5: Pay your entire premium up front. Many carriers charge extra when drivers pay in installments.

Tip 6: Consider insurance costs of any new or used vehicle you may purchase. The year, make, and model of a
vehicle impact insurance rates. Insuring new, expensive, and sporty cars tends to cost more than insuring older and more
economical vehicles. In addition, you may pay more to insure a car that has a higher theft rate or that has a record of
higher-than-average insurance payouts in accidents. To learn how a particular vehicle compares with others, visit the Web
site of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety at .www.iihs.org

Although price is important, in the end, remember that the objective of auto insurance is having the coverage you need in
the event of accident, theft, or damage.

©2009 Standard & Poor's Financial Communications. All rights reserved.

This article was prepared by Standard & Poor's Financial Communications. Compliance Tracking #: 586915

http://www.edmunds.com/
http://www.iihs.org/
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The advantages of a direct
rollover include simplicity
and continued tax deferral
on the full amount of your
plan savings.

Strategies for Managing Retirement Assets in the Event of a Layoff

Layoffs are a fact of corporate life as companies grapple with economic cycles and global competition. If you get caught
in a corporate downsizing and you are not immediately moving to a new employer, you generally have three options for
your retirement plan assets:

Leave your money in the existing plan;
Take a cash or "lump-sum" distribution; or
Transfer the money to another qualified retirement account such as an individual retirement account (IRA).

Consider the merits of each option.

Option #1: Stay Put

You may be able to leave your savings in your existing plan if your account balance is more than $5,000.  By doing so,1

you'll continue to enjoy tax-deferred or tax-free compounding potential and receive regular account statements and
performance reports. Although you will no longer be allowed to contribute to the plan, you will still have control over
how your money is invested among the plan's investment selections.

Option #2: Cash Out

You may elect to have your money paid to you in one lump sum or in installments over a set number of years. A
lump-sum approach has a number of drawbacks, including a 20% withholding on the pre-tax contributions and earnings
portion of the eligible rollover distribution, which the plan is obligated to pay the IRS to cover federal income taxes, and
a 10% early withdrawal penalty if you separate from service before age 55. Depending on your tax bracket and state of
residence, you may be liable for additional taxes. An installment approach, whereby distributions are made in
substantially equal payments over the participant's or the participant's and spouse's life expectancy, is not subject to
withholding or penalty. But this is a fairly complex option that may require the assistance of a financial advisor.

Option #3: Roll Over

You can move your retirement plan money into another qualified account, such as an IRA, using a "direct rollover" or an
"indirect rollover." Note that traditional plan balances can only be rolled into traditional IRAs and new Roth-style plan
balances can only be rolled into Roth IRAs. With a direct rollover, the money goes straight from your former employer's
retirement plan to your IRA without you ever touching it.

The advantages of a direct rollover include simplicity and continued tax deferral on the full amount of your plan savings.
IRAs may also afford more investment choices than many employer-sponsored plans. In an indirect rollover, you take a
cash distribution, less 20% withholding, but must redeposit your qualified plan assets into an IRA within 60 days of
withdrawal to avoid paying taxes and penalties. With this approach, however, you'll have to make up the 20%
withholding out of your own pocket when you invest the money in the new IRA, or else that amount will be considered a
distribution and a 10% penalty will apply.

Consider Other Short-Term Funding Sources

During times of economic hardship, it may be tempting to take money intended for future needs and use it to supplement
a temporary income shortfall. But remember that any funds you take out today will ultimately reduce your retirement nest
egg tomorrow.

Before choosing a cash distribution from a retirement plan, consider other potential sources to meet your current income
needs. For example, savings accounts and money market accounts are easily liquidated. With short-term interest rates at
historically low levels, the opportunity cost for using these funds is relatively low.

An employer must roll assets exceeding $1,000 into an IRA in your name, unless otherwise directed by you.1

 

Compliance Tracking #517633
This article was prepared by Standard & Poor's Financial Communications



The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual.
To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and
is no guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC


